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Body Scan Practice
Time allotted: 8–15 minutes
Start with a shorter time, and as you get used to doing it, feel free to increase your time. You
can use an alarm to help keep track of time.
1. Get into position; get comfortable.
Lie down on your back or sit in a comfortable position. A pillow or blanket might help you get
more comfortable. Take a minute to notice the points of contact your body has with the surface
you are on, whether it is a bed, the floor, a chair, or some other location. Feel your whole body.
2. Notice your breath in your body.
Begin to notice your breath, feeling it as it moves throughout your body. You might feel the air
as it moves through your nose or mouth. Notice the feeling of your belly rising on the in-breath
and gently falling on the out-breath. Don’t try to change your breathing, and if it changes, just
notice the difference.
If you have a pain or discomfort, imagine the air from your in-breath focusing in on that part of
the body. On the out-breath, imagine the discomfort leaving with the air.
3. Notice your feet and legs.
Now focus on the tips of your toes on your right foot. Try to feel each toe and the spaces
between them without moving them. Picture your breath at the tips of your toes. Slowly move
your awareness to the bottom of your right foot, to the ball of your foot, then to your heel and
what it is in contact with right now. If you can’t feel much of anything, that’s ne; just notice
what it feels like to feel nothing. After a few moments, move to the top of your right foot and
ankle.
Continue on through your lower right leg, your calf muscle, your knee, and your upper thigh.
Notice all the muscles in your leg. Try to feel any contact your right leg has with the surface you
are on. Once you have reached your right hip, move across to your left hip and down to the
toes of your left foot, and repeat with your left side what you just did with your right side. Once
you have reached your hip on your left leg, focus your awareness on both your legs. Think of
the support your feet and legs provide every day. Breathe in to your feet and legs on the next
in-breath releasing anything you choose on the next out-breath.
4. Notice your stomach and chest.
Move to your abdomen and lower stomach, again noticing the rise and fall of your belly as you
breathe. As you move up to your chest, lungs, and ribs, notice them expand and release as you
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breathe, and try to feel your heartbeat. Move your attention to the top of your chest and to
your collarbone.
5. Notice your hands and arms.
From your collarbone, move to your right shoulder and bring your attention down to the tips of
your fingers on your right hand. Try to feel each finger and the spaces between them, without
moving them. Pay attention to the air around your fingers and to any contact your right hand
has with anything else. Notice any sensations in your hand, and focus your awareness on them.
Move up through your palm and the back of your hand to your wrist, forearm, elbow, upper
right arm, and shoulder. Once you have reached your right shoulder, move across to the left
shoulder and down to the tips of your fingers on your left hand, and repeat with your left side
what you just did with your right side.
6. Notice your back.
Now bring your attention to your shoulders, and then to your back and down to the bottom of
your lower back. Slowly moving up your back, from the tailbone all the way up to your
shoulders and neck, notice every vertebra and muscle you encounter as you move up to your
shoulders. Imagine that someone was gently pulling at the top of your head and you had a bit
of space between each of your vertebra, and notice each and every vertebra as you move to
the top of your back. Breathe into any tension or tightness you have in your back or shoulders,
bringing in fresh air on your next in-breath and releasing any tension or tightness you have on
your next out-breath.
7. Notice your neck and head.
Slowly move up to the back of your neck and head. Try to notice the hair on your head. Move
forward to the front of your face. If you are holding a facial expression, let it go. If you are
holding your jaw clenched, release it. Now notice your forehead, temples, eyebrows, eyelashes,
and eyes. Notice what you see through your closed eyelids. Notice your ears, cheeks, nose,
nostrils, mouth, lips, teeth, tongue, jaw, chin, and finally your throat.
8. Notice your entire body.
Now focus your awareness on your entire body from the tips of your toes to the top of your
head. Imagine a tiny hole the size of a quarter on the top of your head, like a dolphin’s
blowhole. Imagine breathing in air through this hole, then gently moving the air all the way
through your body and out through the tips of your toes.
Notice how you feel at this very moment. To bring yourself back from this mindfulness practice,
gently wiggle your toes and/or begin to move your fingers. If your eyes are closed, slowly open
them when you are ready and come back to the room you are in.
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Closing practice comment.
You completed your body scan mindfulness practice—congratulations! Remember, you can
take a piece of how you feel right now with you to the rest of your day if you so choose.
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Unhelpful and Harmful Coping Behaviors
Burning
Carving words or symbols on the skin
Cutting (cuts or severe scratches)
Dangerous sexual behaviors (for example, promiscuity)
Embedding objects in your body or under your skin
Head banging
Hitting or punching something (for example, a wall or door)
Ingesting toxic substances or objects
Interfering with a wound that is healing
Making self-harm videos (for example, of cutting or harming yourself)
Neglecting yourself
Placing excessive trust in people you don’t know well
Picking or scratching your skin
Piercing your skin with sharp objects
Posting content on social media that is harming to yourself or others
Posting sexual videos or images of yourself
Pulling out your hair
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Putting yourself in violent or harmful situations
Unhealthy eating: bingeing, purging, restricting
Using (abusing) drugs or alcohol
Other: __________________
Other: __________________
Other: __________________
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Positive Self-Care Behaviors
Get outside and move.
Practice mindfulness and relaxation techniques.
Spend time with an animal (walking your dog, for example).
Do something for yourself that you often do as a kind gesture for someone else.
Say something kind to yourself.
Play one of your favorite positive songs (maybe even dance around or sing).
Take a few deep breaths.
Laugh.
Take a nap.
Exercise.
Practice a grounding technique.
Write in a journal.
Write a thank-you note to yourself.
Write down three to five things you’re grateful for.
Call someone who cares about you instead of just sending them a text.
Create something, like art, to express yourself.
Watch the sunrise or sunset.
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Look up at the stars at night.
Cook a healthy meal, maybe with someone who fills you up.
Go on a walk, maybe with someone who is supportive in your life.
Take a short break, pause, or step away from someone or something that is stressful.
Take a bath or shower.
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GROUNDING FOCAL POINTS: DURING MINDFULNESS PRACTICE AND IN EVERYDAY LIFE
Grounding focal points are physical or functional parts of the body that can be tuned into and
noticed at any time. These points are grounding because they can literally ground someone to
the present moment and often help shift a person out of or away from a difficult emotional
state. It can be helpful for a someone to pay attention to these points as a calming function. In
addition, they can literally ground someone who is in an acute or chronic traumatic state back
to the here and now. These points are also focal because they are key points of the body that
are a constant either physically or physiologically. Listed here, they can be used any time they
want.
• Fingers and/or hands
• Toes and/or feet
• Breath and breathing
• Heartbeat
• Heart-rate variability
Grounding Focal Points During Mindfulness Practice
In or out of session, grounding focal points assist people during mindfulness practice when they
are having difficulties either with (1) the practice itself, and/or (2) thoughts that are difficult,
overwhelming, and unmanageable at that particular point in time.
Grounding Focal Points During Everyday Life
Grounding focal points can also assist a person in everyday life, during a difficult or heightened
emotional state or when thoughts are running rampant. Often people learn to use these points
before a meeting; during a work project, or athletic or competitive performance; in a difficult
conflict; or to reduce reactivity or impulsivity.
Points to Focus On Particularly During Difficult or Stressful Practice or Life Moments
• Fingers and/or hands
• Toes and/or feet
Points to Avoid Focusing On During Stressful Situations
• Breath and breathing
• Heartbeat
• Heart-rate variability
Note: These points are good for beginning use in everyday practice situations, but focusing on
them during stressful situations could elicit more stress. Once they have developed over time
during practices, they can be used skillfully during more stressful situations.
Ways to Notice Each of the Points
Fingers and/or Hands
• Noticing each of your fingers
Ó2019 Stressed Teens All rights reserved.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Wiggling your fingers
Noticing the air or sensations on your fingers or hands
Touching a single finger to the thumb
Counting fingers
Noticing each of your hands
Noticing both of your hands

Toes and/or Feet
• Noticing each of your toes
• Wiggling your toes
• Noticing what surrounds your toes and/or feet (e.g., socks, shoes, etc.)
• Walking with shoes on or off
• Walking on different surfaces, such as grass or concrete
Breath and Breathing
• Counting your breaths
• Saying to yourself as you breathe, “Breathing in one, and breathing out one, breathing in
two, and breathing out two.” Do this for as long as you need or want.
• Noticing where you bring air in (your nose or mouth) on the next in-breath
• Noticing where you release air (your nose or mouth) on the next out-breath
• Noticing your stomach rise on the in-breath
• Noticing your stomach fall on the out-breath
• Noticing your breathing: is it deep? Shallow?
• Noticing where your breath goes when you inhale
Heartbeat
• Noticing whether you are aware of your heartbeat
• Noticing what makes it speed up or slow down
• Noticing what your heartbeat feels like right now
• Noticing whether you can feel your heartbeat when you place your hand(s) over your
heart
• Noticing whether you can hear your heartbeat
Heart-rate Variability
• Noticing that your heart rate varies as you breathe
• Noticing that your heart rate is faster on the in-breath
• Noticing that your heart rate is slower on the out-breath
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Level I
(1-15 min./daily)
Go for a walk
Stretch
Notice Your Breathing
Brush Your Teeth
Listen to Music
Hang With Your Pet
Call a Friend
Take a Shower or Bath

Level III
(Day off once a month)
Watch a Movie/TV
Take a Nap
Sleep In
Hang with Friends
Read a Book or Magazine
Stay in Your PJs all Day
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Level II
(1 hour once a week)
Exercise
Garden
Play a Different Sport
Make Food
Read
Walk Your Dog
Watch an Inspirational Video
Work on an Art Project

Level IV
(Day with a someone once a month
who fills you up or nourishes you
not someone who drains or
depletes you)
Best Friend of Friends
Sister or Brother
Extended Family Member
Someone on Your Team
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Level I: Something you can do each day from one-to-fifteen minutes.
Level II: Something you can do once a week for about an hour.
Level III: Take a "down day" or day off to do nothing especially not playing or practicing your
main sport. The important questions, what do you actually do or like to do on your day off?
Level IV: Spending one day a month with a friend that, fills up your gas tank, is a healthy
support, and benefit to you. Someone that nourishes you.
would like to spend time with.
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Level I
(1-15 min./daily)

Level III
(Day off once a month)
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Level II
(1 hour once a week)

Level IV
(Day with a friend once a month)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Ask someone who is trustworthy for help
Get yourself out of a bad situation
Listen to your gut
Follow something that motivates you
Get out of a harmful situation
Be resilient
Persevere through adversity or difficult times
Be humble
Be honest
Say what you really think
Be Authentic
Respect Yourself
Respect Others
Think about what options you have
Care for your body it is the only one you will
have
Create a new story
Create a new playlist
Play out the end of the movie
Plant Seeds and Pull Weeds
Plan it out
Make the best out of the situation you are in
Set boundaries if needed
Engage in self-compassion
Engage in self-care
Talk to yourself like you would your best friend
Be assertive
Be creative
Be imaginative
Inspire yourself
Speak from how you feel using I-statements
Break things down into manageable steps/parts
Consider your choices
Structure your day
Take breaks if you are working too long
Ask others for help when needed
Pace yourself
Say No when needed
Choose safety first
©2018 Stressed Teens All Rights Reserved

Seek understanding and create meaning
If one way doesn’t work, try another
Cry if you are sad and need to cry
If you’re angry breathe through it
Be for yourself instead of stay in a bad
relationship.
Get out of and end bad relationships
Don’t hang with haters
Hang with people who support and fill you
up not those who drain you
Leave a bad situation
You can always choose to do something
different
No one can take away your feelings
Sometimes a pain just wants to be heard
Don’t create more pain in a painful situation
with self-harm
Pain is inevitable stress is optional
Pay attention to physical and mental red
flags
Watch for signs you are in danger
Your body and mind come first
Your well-being and health are first
Self-care isn’t being selfish
Take ownership
Take responsibility
Set and meet deadlines
Listen to your wants and needs
Ask for what you want and need
Get your wants and needs met
Create your own mantra or self-statement
Watch for danger signs
Healing above all
Protect your own values and opinions
Listen to your gut
Structure your daily schedule
Consider pros and cons
Consider the emotional cost
Hang out with your peeps, your tribe

73. Try something, instead of doing nothing
74. Try being hopeful instead of hopeless
75. Take action
76. Trust the process
77. Fake it to you make it as a way to like yourself
until you actually do like yourself
78. Replace self-harm with self-care
79. Start to love yourself if you don’t already
80. Create a mindful bubble
81. Take a mindful pause or some space
82. Seek out or get professional help when needed
83. Make and follow an action plan
84. Protect yourself
85. Be in the now, the present, this moment
86. Use grounding anchors
87. Use grounding focal points
88. Acknowledge and remind yourself of your
strengths
89. Pat yourself on the back
90. Notice repeating patterns that are destructive
91. Nurture yourself like you would a pet
92. Learn from your past mistakes
93. Notice the source of the advice
94. Fight urges and triggers
95. Examine the proof
96. Notice what you can and can’t control
97. Replace worrying with caring and planning
98. Tolerate feelings and emotions
99. Turn off the to-do list
100.Don’t stay stuck in the problem but get a
solution
101.Don’t believe everything you think

101 Positive Coping Skills
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
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The Teen Suffering in Silence
•
•
•
•

This teen is harder to see and often goes unnoticed
Participates in many activities, has good grades, often has a job and never gets into
trouble
Difficulties often go unnoticed
These teens often present with anxiety, psychosomatic complaints, internalization,
cutting, feelings of hopelessness, worthlessness, overwhelm, decreased self-esteem, and
feel they are never good enough
Many of these are depression symptoms

Look for Teen Red Flags

•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes in eating

•

Increased isolation

Changes in sleeping
Loss of interest in activities previously enjoyed
Staying in their room and isolating more than they did before
Changes in how they communicate with you
Changes in mood—sadness, crying, depressed, anxious, irritable, angry, and frustrated
more often than not

The Acting Out Teen
This teen often has problems with their grades, teachers, parents, and often externalizes their
problems while acting out and engaging in risk-seeking/taking behaviors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This teen usually acts like nothing matters when you take all of their things away
They tend to cut on their arm so people can see
They will yell, argue, fight, and might run away if they don’t get their way
Often poor at emotion-regulation, insight, and awareness how their actions impact
others
Often unskilled at communicating their feelings and is unclear at what is really bothering
them
The teen might present as very dramatic and depressed
Often hangs out with the wrong crowd of people

Ó2019 Stressed Teens All rights reserved.
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Self-Awareness Calendar
Follow these steps to complete the self-awareness calendar:
1. Identify the harmful behavior you want to do, and write it down.
2. Reflect on what was going on in your life right before you wanted to hurt yourself, and write
it down.
3. Write down what you are thinking right now.
4. Write down what you are feeling right now.
5. PAUSE and take a mindful minute before you engage in the behavior. Just check in with your
breath, your body, and your mind, including your thoughts and feelings.
Write down what you want to do now.

Ó2019 Stressed Teens All rights reserved.
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SELF-HARM AWARENESS JOURNAL
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start you thinking:

• spending time with my friends

• spending time with my family
Indiana Youth Institute

• being in a relationship with a boyfriend or girlfriend

• succeeding in school

• spending time on my extracurricular activities, hobbies, or interests

• getting better at a sport

• learning a new musical instrument

• playing video games

• taking dance classes

• expressing my thoughts and feelings through writing or drawing

• following my dreams

• figuring out a major

• figuring out my future

• career or vocational training

this downloadable diagram to help you look at yourself. In each blank circle, fill in something that
nes who you are. Your entries can be as simple or complex as you like. For example, you might write
ngs you like to do: “spending time with friends” or “gaming.” You might write down aspects of your
sonality: “honest” or “outgoing.” Write whatever comes to mind as qualities you consider to make up
o you are and what you are all about.

© 2017 Gina M. Biegel / New Harbinger Publications.
Permission is granted to the reader to reproduce this form for personal use.
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Mindful Messaging and Posting Practice
There are four steps to mindful messaging and posting:
1. Reread what you have written before you hit send or post.
2. Pause for a second or two before you hit send or post to make sure you want to.
3. Ask yourself if the message you are going to send has been thought out, is not rushed, and
has a purpose.
4. Check in with how you are feeling emotionally and physically right now. What emotions are
you having? What red flags, signals, or cues is your body giving off?
Note: If you are feeling jealous, angry, frustrated, sad, or depressed, or experiencing any other
negative emotion, consider pausing and not messaging or posting right now.
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Emergency Contacts
Call 911 or go to your local hospital emergency room.
Crisis Text Line: Visit www.crisistextline.org, or text HOME to 741-741.
National Hopeline Network: Call 1-800-784-2433.
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: Visit www://suicidepreventionlifeline.org or call 1-800273-8255.
National Safe Place: Visit www.nationalsafeplace.org or text 44357.
List of International Suicide Hotlines: Visit www.suicide.org/international-suicide-hotlines.html
<A-head>Mental Health Resources
National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI): Visit www.nami.org or call 1-800-950-6264.
Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine (SAHM): Visit www.adolescenthealth.org.
Love Is Respect: Visit www.loveisrespect.org, text LOVEIS to 22522, or call 1-866-331-9474.
National Eating Disorders Association: Visit www.nationaleatingdisorders.org or call 1-800-9312237.
Erica’s Lighthouse: A Beacon of Hope for Adolescent Depression: Visit
https://www.erikaslighthouse.org/blog/
LGBTQ resources: Visit www.glaad.org/youth or www.gsanetwork.org
LSEN (an organization that focuses on LGBTQ issues in education): Visit www.glsen.org
Teens Against Bullying: Visit www.pacerteensagainstbullying.org
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Ms. Gina Biegel, CEO Stressed Teens
Email: gina@stressedteens.com

Website: http://www.stressedteens.com
General Email: training@stressedteens.com
Social:
FB Gina Biegel
FB Stressed Teens

Gina M. Biegel, LMFT, is a San Francisco Bay area–based psychotherapist, researcher, speaker,
and author specializing in bringing mindfulness-based work with adolescents. She is the founder
of Stressed Teens, which has been offering MBSR-T to adolescents, families, schools,
professionals, and the community since 2004. She created MBSR-T to help teens in a large
HMO’s outpatient department of child and adolescent psychiatry, who were not receiving relief
or amelioration of their physical and psychological symptoms with the use of a multitude of
other evidence-based practices.

She is an expert and pioneer of bringing mindfulness-based approaches to youth. She is the
author of the Be Mindful & Stress Less: 50 Ways to Deal with Your (Crazy) Life; Mindfulness for
Student Athletes: A Workbook to Help Teens Reduce Stress and Enhance Performance; The Stress
Reduction Workbook for Teens: Mindfulness Skills to Help You Deal with Stress; and Be Mindful: A
Card Deck for Teens. She also has a mindfulness practice audio CD, Mindfulness for Teens:
Mindfulness Practices to Reduce Stress and Promote Well-Being to complement the MBSR-T
program. She provides worldwide intensive ten-week online trainings and works with teens and
families individually and in groups. Her work has been featured on the Today Show and CNN, and
in Psychology Today, Reuters, the New York Times, and Tricycle to name a few. For more
information, visit her website, www.stressedteens.com.
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